What is Myxtry
Myxtry (my-extra-eye) is a system developed and
engeneered by VisLab for monitoring targets
such as vehicles, boats or pedestrians moving on
a flat surface.

Features

Extend Your Vision

Detection of every kind of target moving in the image including
vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles, boats and animals.
Recording: target images can be recorded using one of the following
policy:
- vitrual gate crossing
- speed greater than a fixed threshold
Live Image: detected targets are identified and shown on the captured
image.
Map: detected target are shown on a geo-referenced map.
Recalibration plugins: you can connect this software to external
services to get additional calibration data such as the tide level.
Output plugins: the software support the addition of custom plugins
for managing data such as speed displays or custom processing.

Specifications
Myxtry perceives the scene elements by
analyzing images captured from a camera
placed over the monitored area.
Moving targets are detected and classified.
Information about their trajectory, size and speed
are recorded in a database.
Results can be checked from a web-browser
linked directly to the system or to a control center
managing several installations.
Events such as too fast targets, targets moving in
a forbidden direction, or in a prohibited area can
be recorded with images or movies.
The open architecture allows to add external
plugins which can be developed on demand to
solve specific needs.

Web Server: the internal webserver support the encrypted https
protocol. Live images can be viewed, as well as bird eye view map,
statictics on tracked targets.
Web Resources: a control center can show the information from
several installations and query them to get views, jointed statistics and
managing them.
Logging
- video: mpeg2, mpeg4, xvid, divix, raw (uncompressed)
- immagini: jpg, png, tiff, pnm
- database: stores all the trajectory points and the size of each each
target
- gates: target identifier detection time and direction
Compatible cameras: wide range of available cameras, including AVT
Prosilica GC; other cameras are available on request.
Lenses: 4-16mm, corresponding horizontal Field of view orizzontale
(1/3” sensor): 60°-17°
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Hardware and installation not included
For more information: www.myxtry.vislab.it

Contacts
Extend Your Vision

Via G.P. Usberti, 181/a - 43124 Parma
Phone: +39 0521 905738
E-mail: info@vislab.it
Web: www.vislab.it

Target monitoring

Unlikely other technologies, Myxtry uses a passive
sensor.

Applications
Myxtry is the ideal solution to automate
the monitoring of traffic flows and has
been developed to match a wide variety
of needs and situations. It provides traffic
statistics, real-time data with monitoring
facilities, as well as the possibility record
pictures and videos in selected situations.
In urban environments
Myxtry installations are
able to monitor roads,
roundabouts, crossroads,
parkings lots, and pedestrian
areas.
In maritime environments,
Myxtry is used to monitor
rivers, waterways, harbors,
lakes and sea portions.
Myxtry installations include
the surveillance of pedestrian
flows, presence in sensible
areas, and detection of
unauthorized behaviors.

Successful Myxtry applications include the
monitoring of urban, maritime, and indoor
scenarios.

Seattle - WA

Myxtry detects objects moving in a predefined
area by means of a
single camera placed
over the monitored
area. Targets are classified and information
about direction, speed,
and size are stored in a
database. The trajectories of all moving objects are recorded and
graphically displayed
in real time on a map.
Other statistics, such
as passage frequency
and target speeds may
either be represented
in a map or graph, or provided for further analysis
as raw data.
Besides being possible to define the monitored
area with a completely
custom shape, virtual
gates can also be defined; custom actions
are associated with
virtual gates crossing,
such as targets counting and pictures or
video recording. Gates
may be oriented in
arbitrary directions in
the scene, in order to
simultaneously monitor different traffic
flows.

Miami - FL

When multiple installations are needed, several Myxtry systems can
be managed from a unique control
center. Each system exposes its views
(live, map, with several kind of detections) and its own data (detected
targets, collected statistics). These
informations are integrated in the
control center for being viewed from
an operator or through the web.

Boca Raton - FL

